### ProudX2 Condominium
Bangkok, Thailand

| Owner Responsibility | Tri Property  
| Date                | Design & Construction drawing  
| Site Area           | July-September 2010  
| Illustration        | By Depth of Field (DOF)  

### M12: Mercure and Ibis tower
Bangkok, Thailand

| Owner Responsibility | Mercure and Ibis  
| Date                | Design & Construction drawing  
| Site Area           | August-September 2010  
| Medium              | Sketchup and Maxwell Render  

Landscape Design
The Terrace Ram-Intra 65
Bangkok, Thailand

Owner: Land and Houses
Responsibility: Design & Construction drawing
Date: August 2010
Site Area: 3000 Sq. m.
Medium: Sketchup and Maxwell Render

Landscape Design

The Terrace Ram-Intra 65
Bangkok, Thailand

Owner: Land and Houses
Responsibility: Design & Construction drawing
Date: August 2010
Site Area: 3000 Sq. m.
Medium: Sketchup and Maxwell Render
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What is the relationship between landmarks in Camden?

After the way to develop the landmarks was found, another problem is waiting to be solved.

"How to connect them together?"

1st tool - visual line

Visual line - Vision perception
A visual line helps defining the relationship between landmarks in Camden. Main visual line is created from the city hall to the waterfront along the proposed main open space. Looking further across the river, the line ends at Philadelphia's skyline.

2nd tool - mass study

When the visual line passes across the building, it affects buildings' mass which create a guideline for future.

3rd tool - landform grading

Camden waterfront is located on a floodplain, most of the buildings are below a 100 year flood line. Landform grading strategy for this project is to create slope from the city hall ascending to the waterfront.

The city hall will remain as a dominant element with two sides of the main open space, raising higher than the flood line.

The open space will function as a floodplain when 100 year flood occurs but all the newly constructed buildings will be protected.

Another advantage of grading the slope down to the open space line like this is restaurants and retail can utilize an open view of the landscape and the waterfront.

The city will also look beautiful during night time especially a view from across the river.